
 

 Have you made a hollow form vessel? 
That will be the focus of the demonstra-
tion at the Tri-State Woodturners meeting 
this month. The meeting will be held at 
the Horsin’ Around facility (8361A Dayton 
Pike, Soddy Daisy, TN) at 1:00 p.m. this 
Sat. Nov. 19. Our demonstrator, Keith 
Rueckert served as president of the Apple 
Ridge Woodturners for many years. He 
will be doing Hollow Forms 101. In-other-
words, this will be for beginners to help 
you get started doing some impressive 
work. He will explain how you can turn 
hollow forms without spending a fortune 
on hollowing tools. He will be showing 
how you can make tools to do the job if 
you are inclined to do so. 
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 Demonstrations for the new 

turner invariably include tricks and 

tips for those with years of experi-

ence. So you are encouraged to 

come Saturday and enjoy a great 

time together with other turners. 

    Dec. the TSW meeting will be Sat. Dec.  3 at 6 pm at 

the Privateer Yacht Club (4713 Privateer Rd, Hixson, 

TN 37343) Everyone is encouraged to attend with 

your spouse. It is a wonderful event every year and 

an excellent time for us to visit and get to know one 

another better. It’s also a time for you spouse to 

meet other members and be involved. 

    One of the BIGGEST fund raisers for 

the club each year is the Silent Auction 

held at the Christmas Party.  It is a lot of 

fun and gives you the opportunity to go 

home with some treasures while finan-

cially supporting the club. It  is a pot-luck 

dinner other than the meats are provid-

ed by the club. 
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        When I was about six years 
old, my father  gave me a set of 
hand tools, an old packing box 
with a vise mounted on it for a 
workbench and scrap wood. 
With his loving instruction and 
patience throughout my youth-
ful years, I grew to appreciate 
tool skills, freedom of design 
and superior quality finish 
work. 
     Now I enjoy recycling native 
Georgia woods. I love using the 
lathe to transform recycled 
woods into useful items and 
artistic objects. Being basically 
self taught on the lathe, over 
the years I have advanced my 
wood-turning skills. After turn-
ing many basic bowls, etc., I 
found a desire to create smaller 
and finer turned objects. I had 
the privilege of meeting Cindy 
Drozda. She inspired me with 
her unmatched skills and I 
thank her for helping me trans-
form my wood-turning life into 
a joyful journey.  
      I find satisfaction in both the 
creative process and in over-
coming the challenges to com-
plete fine quality finished work. 
I especially enjoy using a razor 
sharp spindle gouge and watch-
ing the shapes evolve while I’m 
creating intricate turnings.  Do-
nating  to charities, teaching 
and demonstrating fulfill my 

giving spirit.  I continue to be 
awed by what nature has cre-
ated in wood and am proud of 
my efforts to preserve and 
recycle.    At schools and art 
and craft shows, I take a mini 
lathe on which I turn wood as 
an educational experience for 
children.  I make simple toys 
and ornaments for them to 
paint and decorate. I see the 
wonderment in their eyes as I 
reveal the toy from the wood. 
Doing this continues to fasci-
nate me and bring me joy. 
     One of my new artistic di-
rections is combining my 
woodturning with objects 
from the sea.  It  evolved from 
helping one of my students, 
Jennifer Jones, with her join-
ery skills. During 
the process of help-
ing her I discovered 
a new way to join 
irregular objects. 
Exploring and refin-
ing this technique 
has brought much 
joy to me and 
helped to advance 
my artistic expres-
sion.  Lately I have 
been exploring off-
set and tilted axis 
woodturning.  The 
intriguing shapes 
and different ways 

Mark Silay 

April Demonstrator 
light is reflected off the 
different planes creates a 
very pleasing and curious 
artistic expression in 
wood. 
     I am a member of the 
American Association of 
Woodturners and the 
Georgia Association of 
Woodturners. I consider 
myself a very blessed 
man with a supportive 
wife, family and many 
wonderful woodturning 
friends.  

    Mark will be showing 
us how to finish a turned 
and dried  hollow form 
this Saturday. 
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. 

Tommy 

showed 

how to 

turn 2 

halves 

then glue 

them so 

they form 

a hollow 

vessel. A 

frog can be 

made to 

put in the 

center 

with holes 

at 15°  an-

gles for 

displaying 

flowers or 

other 

items 
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    We will have 5 lathes available with a monitor 

available at each one to help guide people through 

the process of turning a pen. All of these pen kits 

have been donated by Woodcraft as part of the Turn 

a Pen for the Troops. What a great way to show our 

appreciation for the troops serving our country.  

    When you arrive on Sat. you can select the type of 

slimline pen you want to turn and the wood for it 

which will already be cut and drilled. After  gluing in 

the tubes and milling the ends you will go to a lathe 

to turn and finish it. Then assemble the pen and an-

other one will be completed for the troops. 

       The session will be open from 9:00 a.m.—Noon 

at Horsin’ Around. We would like to have someone 

available to set up the refreshments (coffee & do-

nuts) and clean it up at the end. It would be helpful 

to have some take pictures too. If you have experi-

ence turning pens you could help as a lathe moni-

tor guiding turners in how to turn, finish and as-

semble a pen. Monitors need to bring tools, includ-

ing a pen mandrel, sandpaper and finish for pens. 

The purpose is to help turners, new to making 

pens, learn and become confident to turn pens in 

the future. Pen kits, wood blanks, pen press and 

refreshments will be provided by TSW. 

Here are 3 links to 3 short videos dealing with 3 different texturing tools. The first is Ron 

Brown’s, second the Wagner texturing tool then the Robert Sorby texturing tool. You can 

also google “texturing tools” to find a lot of helpful videos on texturing. If the links do not work simply copy and past in 

your browser. 

https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=A0LEVy36NO1Y24gAffpXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEycDZ1YnRjBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDc2M-?

p=texturing+tool&fr=yfp-t#id=31&vid=6328394f938cabb52737e6edae928910&action=view 

http://www.vidoevo.com/yvideo.php?i=UFhGVFBXcWuRpdXBBMzA&wagner-texturing-tool-woodturning-texturing-tool  

https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrBT7rhN.1YsRkAAYhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0MjNzOHVrBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDcGl2cw--

?p=sorby+texturing+tool&fr2=piv-web&fr=yfp-t-s#action=view&id=15&vid=7ddbd736f1671cc1f47bbeead80b8b1b 

Over 160 pens have 

been completed for 

troops by TSW 

https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=A0LEVy36NO1Y24gAffpXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEycDZ1YnRjBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDc2M-?p=texturing+tool&fr=yfp-t#id=31&vid=6328394f938cabb52737e6edae928910&action=view
https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=A0LEVy36NO1Y24gAffpXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEycDZ1YnRjBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDc2M-?p=texturing+tool&fr=yfp-t#id=31&vid=6328394f938cabb52737e6edae928910&action=view
http://www.vidoevo.com/yvideo.php?i=UFhGVFBXcWuRpdXBBMzA&wagner-texturing-tool-woodturning-texturing-tool
http://www.vidoevo.com/yvideo.php?i=UFhGVFBXcWuRpdXBBMzA&wagner-texturing-tool-woodturning-texturing-tool
https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrBT7rhN.1YsRkAAYhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0MjNzOHVrBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDcGl2cw--?p=sorby+texturing+tool&fr2=piv-web&fr=yfp-t-s#action=view&id=15&vid=7ddbd736f1671cc1f47bbeead80b8b1b
https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrBT7rhN.1YsRkAAYhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0MjNzOHVrBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjM2OTRfMQRzZWMDcGl2cw--?p=sorby+texturing+tool&fr2=piv-web&fr=yfp-t-s#action=view&id=15&vid=7ddbd736f1671cc1f47bbeead80b8b1b
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Starting Balance     5,131.69 

Income           289.00 

 Dues      160.00 

 Wood Raffle        95.00 

 Snacks          34.00 

Expenses            27.00 

 Snacks          27.00 

Ending Balance       5,393.69   

  May   Magnifying Glass 

  June   Napkin Rings 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . 

     Remember the April meetings presidents’ chal-
lenge is a Tooth Pick Holder.   

    A few changes we’re going to try this 
month.  Instead of the Show and Tell, I’d like to do 
as the symposiums do and have an instant gallery 
and turners can group their turnings togeth-
er.  This will enable members to get up and look at 
the pieces and talk to the turner who made 
it.  Anyone who brings things for the instant gal-
lery will be entered into a $15 Woodcraft gift cer-
tificate drawing.   

    Charlie Jennings scored a big load of cher-
ry.  Several of us met on Saturday and cut up the 
trees.  Due to the large amount, instead of the 
wood raffle, if you pay the club $5 you can choose 
up to 10 pieces.  We have large and small piec-
es.  The trees are very fresh, so should yield very 
nice turnings. 

    April is the kick-off for the AAW’s half price 
membership.  This is a bargain, you get full access 

to ALL of the AAW website 
plus a copy of the Ameri-
can Woodturner magazine 
every other month for a 
year.  As I said last month, 
the AAW is a great resource for turners.  It’s not like 
other associations where you can buy a tee shirt or 
pin and that’s about it.  The AAW provides videos, 
magazines, tips and access to many other resources 
to get you turning fast and keep you challenged.  I’d 
really like to see the majority TSW members be a 
part of AAW. 

    Finally shop safety: Slow down!!!  Many turners 
push their tools into the wood.  I still remember my 
Dad letting me till our garden and I was fighting the 
machine.  He said let the machine do the work, quit 
trying to force it.  The same is true in turning, let the 
tools do the work, you’re just aiming it, the edge and 
lathe will remove the material.  Pushing not only re-
sults in poor result, it can also cause catches and hurt 
you.  

C U T S  A N D  S C R A P E S  
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 ↑ John Dekle    &    Les Isbell  → 

↓  Charles Jennings  & Bev deYampert  → 

       ↓ Tony Suarez    &      Art Parry  → 

Ed Langham  → 
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     Bob Hough  ↑ 

     Farrell Eaves  ↓ 

     Don Moore  → 

     Art Parry   ↑ 

     Charles Helton ↓ 
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These items were 

created and turned 

by 

Charles Jennings 
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←  Doug Spohn 

 

 

2 below—John Dekle 

↓ 

1. If you have completed pen kits for the troops bring them to the meeting this Saturday. 

2. The CA glue arrived and everyone that ordered CA was sent an invoice—please pick it up 

at the meeting Saturday and pay for your order. 

3. John Dekle will miss the June 17 meeting. If you can take pictures at that meeting please 

talk with him this Saturday. 

4. Don’t forget the Sawdust session April 29. Come and enjoy the fellowship and turn some 

pens for the troops. We still need help to set up the refreshments—talk with John D. Sat. 

C U T S  A N D  S C R A P E S  
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By Fred Holder  
 

Finishing seems to be another one of those things that is 
special to the individual turner. Each of us seem to develop 
our own particular finish for our turnings. In the process of 
arriving at that finish, we may have tried nearly every com-
mercially available finish on the market. What seems to 
work best for us may not work at all for the fellow down 
the street. I wish I could give you the magic finish that 
would eliminate all of your problems. I’m afraid that I can-
not do that, I can only give you some ideas based on the 
finishes that I’ve used and what the results have been for 
me. 
 
When we talk about finishing a piece we are talking about a 
whole lot more than applying some lacquer from a spray 
can to the piece that you’ve just turned. Before we get into 
this subject too far, I would like to establish what I consider 
finishing. The finishing of a turned piece involves two stag-
es: (1) smoothing the work by scraping, sanding, burnish-
ing with shavings, etc. and (2) sealing the smoothed surface 
with a product of some sort, usually a product containing 
oil or varnish or both. 
 
Wally Dickerman, who belongs to three of the clubs that I 
belong to, and who has been turning wood for 60 years, 
produces beautiful, thin-walled vessels that simply shine. 
Wally says the shine must be put on before the finishing 
medium or sealer is applied to the wood. He sands to 1200 
or finer grits of sandpaper. Then he applies his finish. I un-
derstand that Wally may spend an entire day applying the 
finish to a piece he has turned, and that may be an under-
statement. Whatever he does it shows in the quality of the 
finished piece. Wally does what many of us do not do. He 
makes the wood as smooth as he possibly can before he 
begins to apply a finish to the wood. In reality, Wally fin-
ishes his wood with sandpaper and then seals in the finish. 
 
Personally, I’m a bit lazy. I belong to the, “I hate to sand 
club.” I keep threatening to buy a sandblaster and start fin-
ishing my pieces with a sandblasted finish as do several of 
the well-known turners. Perhaps, they also belong to the “I 
hate to sand club.”  
 
For a long time, I started with about 100 or 120 grit paper 
and sanded down to 220 or 240 grit and then quit. (I’ve 
moved on to 400 and sometimes 600 grits in the last couple 
of years.) I rubbed on some oil and let it go at that, and 
sometimes applied some wax over the oil. This finish never 
did shine. However, if the item is to be used, say as a salad 
bowl, it shouldn’t shine. It should be treated with an oil that 
can be used occasionally to renew the finish by the owner. 
There are a number of different ideas here. Some turners 
recommend mineral oil. Others recommend cooking oils 
such as olive oil, peanut oil, etc. Some turners use linseed 
oil or Danish oil. I personally use peanut oil on many of my 

kitchen items. I’ve also used a commercial mixture of nut 
oils called, “Preserve,” that I like very well. Preserve dries 
within about 24 hours, whereas many of the other oils nev-
er really dry or they take several days to dry, which can be 
a pain. Any item finished with oil will need to be refreshed 
occasionally. You should advise your customer about the 
type of oil to use to refresh the piece after washing or simp-
ly after a good deal of time has gone past. Before we start 
applying oil, we need to finish the wood and prepare it for 
stage 2, application of the sealer. 
 
Making it Smooth 
I realize that quite a number of prominent turners these 
days are doing things different from “making it smooth” 
when they finish a turning. Some of them are sand blasting,  
stippling, grooving, etc., but for the most part, the average 
turner is “making their work as smooth as they can.” For 
most of us this means sanding with progressively finer 
sandpaper up to 240 to 600 grit and maybe a little burnish-
ing with a hand full of shavings. 
 
Jim Hume, who belongs to some of the same clubs that I 
do, is an artist that creates beautiful pieces. I once ask Jim 
how fine of sandpaper he uses. He replied, “I don’t use 
sandpaper at all, it dulls the carving tools.” Jim uses the 
lathe to make things round and then he finishes them by 
carving and hand scraping with cabinet scrapers or other 
means, but never uses sandpaper. It is not uncommon for 
him to spend 100 to 300 hours on one of his pieces. The 
end result shows. 
 
Again, most of us are going to use sandpaper. In his book, 
“Turning Wood,” Richard Raffan recommends sanding 
with hand held sandpaper from 120 grit down to 240 grit. 
He indicates that for most of the work that he does, work 
intended for use, that 240 grit is fine enough. I believe that 
most of the production turners; i.e., people who make a liv-
ing from their turning, do not sand much below 240 grit. 
People aren’t going to pay for pieces that you have put that 
extra time in to sand down to 600, 800, or 1200 grit on the 
general market. If you are selling in galleries, that may be a 
different thing, but I’ve read many places that no 
woodturner makes a living off of his gallery sales. They are 
nice supplementary income, but the groceries and rent 
come from the production work, the salad bowls, the 
spurtles, the scoops, tops, and architectural pieces such as 
spindles, newel posts, etc. 
 
In one of his videos, Richard Raffan points out that you can 
sand an item in much less time with a rotary sander mount-
ed in a drill motor that has replaceable disks with different 
levels of grit. I never did buy one of the kind that uses or 
Velcro Fastener type. My first one was a two-inch diameter 
unit with about a 3/4" foam backing. I’ve worn out several 
of these and lots of sanding disks. I generally keep disks on 
hand from about 60 grit to 400 grit. These are available  

Finishing your turnings 

C U T S  A N D  S C R A P E S  
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from a number of locations, but I’ve found the disks from 
Klingspore’s Sanding Catalog to be about the best availa-
ble. I recently added one of Klingspore’s one inch disk 
units and find it works much better on the inside of smaller 
bowls and on cleaning up the foot of a bowl after you’ve 
finish turned the foot or parted off from the waste block and 
are simply cleaning it up a bit without re-chucking to turn 
the foot. 
 
About a year ago, Vic Wood was here in Washington from 
Australia on a demonstration tour and I purchased one of 
his hand-held, self-powered rotary sanding units. This unit 
uses a three-inch disk and is powered by the rotation of 
the wood. You apply the disk to the rotating wood and it 
revolves with varying speeds depending upon the diameter, 
or perhaps I should say the surface speed, of the wood. This 
thing really gets up and whistles at times. For many things 
(outside of bowls, balls, spindle work, etc.) this system 
works great. It works well on the inside of larger bowls, say 
10" and larger. I think this may be because a three-inch disk 
is too large for the inside of bowls under about 10". Any-
way, the rotary sanding disk with interchangeable disk is an 
excellent way to go. It is quite a bit faster than hand-held 
sandpaper and, I believe, is less likely to leave scratches in 
the surface of your turning. Maybe you don’t want to pur-
chase a rotary sander unit; you would rather use flat sandpa-
per. Ok, here’s what I do. I cut the paper into strips around 
2-1/2 to 3 inches wide and fold the strips into 1/3rds. This 
technique, I picked up from Richard Raffan, but I believe 
most turners use the same idea. Paper folded this way simp-
ly works better, but it sometimes burns your fingers. I use a 
piece of foam rubber about 2" to 2-1/2" square as a backer 
between the sandpaper and my fingers. This keeps the heat 
away from my fingers and, I believe, does a better job on 
the surface of the bowl or other turned object. Others use a 
thin piece of soft leather as a cushion and heat insulator. 
This works pretty well, but I’m partial to the foam. 
 
Ok, we’ve selected a sanding technique--all of those de-
scribed above will eventually get the wood smooth. Now 
what? Let’s start sanding. Normally, I start sanding with the 
finest grit that will smooth the surface of the turning. Some-
times you start sanding and find that you can’t get out all of 
the flaws with that grit of paper, then you go back to a 
coarser grit. If the wood has been exceptionally stubborn 
and the turned surface is not level; i.e., there are high and 
low areas caused by chatter, poor chisel technique, exces-
sively heavy scraping, etc.; the sandpaper needs to be fairly 
coarse, 80 grit, 60 grit, or even 40 grit. You can do a lot of 
shaping with 40 grit sandpaper, but you can also put in 
some real deep and hard-to-remove scratches. If I can’t 
sand clean quickly with 100 grit paper, I suspect that I need 
to go back to the turning tools if at all possible and I often 
do so. When turning with a skew, I generally try to start 
sanding with 240 grit paper to simply sand off the little 
ridges that I may have left with the tool. Often the surface  

left by a skew chisel is best burnished with a hand full of 
shavings and left as is. 
 
Use the piece of sandpaper of a particular grit until the sur-
face is as smooth as that sandpaper is likely to make it and 
until all of the scratches made by a coarser grit have been 
removed. Then, move to the next finer grit. By having the 
sandpaper folded in thirds, you have three fresh surfaces to 
work with and the piece folded inside has grit against the 
back of the out-fold and helps hold it in place. I generally 
like to start with 100 or 150 grit, move to about 180 grit, 
then 220 or 240 grit, then to 320 grit and finally to 400 grit. 
On some woods, I can start with 240 grit and then jump to 
400 grit and then to 600 grit with excellent results. Woods 
such as Ironwood, Lignum vitae, Red Heart, Ziricote, Co-
cobolo, and other exotics or very hard woods can generally 
be sanded this way, starting with 240 and going to 600 
grits. It really doesn’t matter whether you are using hand 
held sandpaper or rotary sanding devices, the grit levels 
should be about the same. A handful of fine shavings held 
against the rotating surface will burnish an already smooth 
surface to simply make it shine. I’ve also used 0000 grade 
steel wool to good advantage at this point. This will burnish 
the surface to a shine. The better the shine from sanding and 
polishing, the better the finished piece will look. 
 
Ok, you’ve done all of the damage you can do with the 
sandpaper. We hope you haven’t eliminated any of the de-
tails of the turning, rounded over any corners that should 
have remained sharp, or done any damage to the overall 
appearance of the piece. Remember, sanding is to make it 
smooth and make it look better, not to change its shape. 
Personally, I would rather leave it a bit rough than ruin the 
shape with heavy sanding. Now, it’s time to seal the sur-
face. 
 
Sealing the Surface 
Getting to this point varies greatly from turner to turner and 
going beyond here has an even greater variance. It seems 
that everyone has something different that he/she likes to 
use to seal the surface of their turnings. On the one side is a 
simple oil finish, applied, allowed to soak in, wiped off, and 
then burnished with a rag. Here, the variations are in the oil 
used as well as each turner’s needs to try all of those non-
toxic oils to come up with the one that works best for them. 
Oils like Tung Oil, for example, have a lot of other things in 
them: hardeners, varnishes, etc. I use peanut oil on many 
items I turn, especially if they are for use in the kitchen. I 
make wooden spatulas and always finish these with peanut 
oil, which is much cheaper than “Preserve”, but doesn’t dry 
as quickly. I simply flood the surface and rub it in as much 
as possible. (Some production turners will have a tub of oil, 
such as mineral oil, and will throw the piece into the oil 
when it comes off of the lathe. They will let it soak for half 
and hour or more before wiping and lightly buffing.) I let it 
soak for a while and then wipe off the oil and buff it with a  
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soft cloth. You can have a fairly shiny surface if your wood 
was shiny before you applied the oil. Sometimes, the oil 
will seem to raise the grain of the wood. When this hap-
pens, I like to cut it back with 400 or 600 grit wet/dry sand-
paper with the sandpaper dipped in oil. When done sanding, 
wipe and buff. I also use this finish on my spinner tops. The 
oil brings the wood to life and is nontoxic in case the top 
goes into a mouth. Tops don’t need a high gloss finish, be-
cause they are going to be used and abused. A gloss finish 
would look worse than an oiled finish in a very short time. 

Wax Finishes 
I’ve used a number of different waxes from straight bees-
wax that came from a friend who kept bees to auto paste 
wax. The best I’ve used is a beeswax-based product called 
Clapham’s Salad Bowl Finish. The Clapham family are 
Canadian bee keepers who looked for a use for their excess 
beeswax. They came up with a number of products, the two 
of most interest to woodturners or other woodworkers is 
their Clapham’s Beeswax Polish, which I like to use as a 
sanding medium when I’m approaching near finish sanding 
and I’m planning to finish with wax. I apply the Clapham’s 
Beeswax Polish and then sand. Do this the last two or three 
grits of sandpaper and you have an ultra smooth finish. Ap-
ply one more coat after all sanding and buff off. Then apply 
a coat of Clapham’s Salad Bowl Finish and buff to a shine. 
This makes an excellent finish for salad bowls if you don’t 
want to use oil and it will give you a much higher polish 
than you can ever get with just oil.  These people also sell 
block beeswax if you wish to use pure beeswax for some 
purpose. 
 
French Polish 
In one of her videos, Bonnie Klein tells how to make up a 
mixture that provides a near French Polish when applied. I 
use this finish on all of my bottle stoppers and on small 
bowls. I haven’t had real good luck using it on larger 
bowls. This finish is made up of shellac, alcohol, and lin-
seed oil, equal parts of each. I use commercially mixed 
shellac, rubbing alcohol, and boiled linseed oil. Shake the 
bottle before applying. Apply enough to soak into the wood 
and then, with the lathe running, buff in the finish using the 
wet part of the rag. I then shift to a dry area on the rag and 
buff dry. I then use 400 or 600 grit wet/dry sandpaper or 
0000 steel wool to lightly take off any whiskers. Then I 
apply the wet area of the rag again to essentially give the 
piece a French Polish. It works really well on small items 
like bottle stoppers and small bowls. The higher the polish 
of the wood before applying the finish, the higher the gloss 
after French Polishing. I read somewhere about one turner 
who sands his work to a high gloss and floods the surface 
with Red Label Hot Stuff CA Glue. He allows the glue to 
set naturally, no accelerator, and then sands with 400 or 
600 grit or finer. Then he applies the French Polish to ob-
tain a super high gloss finish that is impervious to water, 

alcohol, etc. That sounds like a rather expensive finish, but 
then it depends upon how much you are selling your work 
for or whether you are simply turning it for your own use. 
In either case this is a possible way to really get a fine fin-
ish. You must always remember when working with CA 
(super glue) that you can glue your fingers together or to 
something else including the workpiece or the lathe. Keep 
the special CA glue solvent handy, just in case. 
 
Varnish, Lacquer, and all of those Other Things 
I don’t personally care for the painted on or sprayed on fin-
ishes, although I do occasionally use them. I’ve used spray 
on clear Deft with some good results, but the fumes for this 
stuff makes it hard for my wife to breath and it stays with 
the piece for several days. I was always afraid that it might 
give a customer breathing problems, too. We don’t want 
any lawsuits! This caused it to be eliminated from my list 
of possibles. I’ve used Durathane on a few pieces with 
some pretty fair results. The spray on kind works better for 
me than brush on stuff. I apply this stuff in a light coat, and 
sand it away with 600 grit sandpaper and 0000 steel wool 
the following day. Then another coat and repeat the sanding 
away. I do this for four or five applications over a week’s 
time and leave the last coat as sprayed. Makes a very shiny 
bowl that looked like it had been dipped in clear plastic to 
me. But people stood in line to buy one of my pieces fin-
ished this way--a 10-inch natural edge bowl made of maple. 
It was sold at an art show this spring. At least six people 
wanted to buy it. Obviously, I priced it too low! 
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